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Ref. 3.)
In closing, we note that the important role

played by the recombination phonons stems
from the fact that they are generated at a great
rate, i.e. , of order I» and that P is relative-
ly large and comparable with ~& '. As a re-
sult, the phonons produced by the recombina-
tion of the injected quasiparticles will them-
selves create quasiparticles at a rate compar-
able with Ip On the other hand, it may be pos-
sible to minimize the effects of the phonons

by carrying out a pulse experiment. For times
small compared with Tg, the number of recom-
bination phonons will be negligible and thus
the initial decay rate of a pulse of injected quasi-
particles will be determined solely by &p.

We should like to thank M. A. Lampert for
an illuminating discussion, and B. I. Miller
and A. H. Dayem for helpful discussions and
a preprint of their paper prior to publication.
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A compact expression for the energy shift and inverse lifetime (energy width) of spin
waves in a Heisenberg ferromagnet at low temperatures is given. The two-particle bound

states are observable via the resonance they cause in the self-energy of spin waves.

The purpose of this brief note is to report
calculations of the transverse component of
the generalized wave-vector and frequency-
dependent susceptibility y+ (k, ~) for the Hei-
senberg ferromagnet at low temperatures.
These calculations show that at short wavelengths
the two-particle bound states' influence the
single-particle spin-wave excitations in a dom-
inant and nonperturbative way.

We use the Dyson-Ma, leev transformation'

S = (2S)' '(1-a a/2S)a; S =(2S)~'ma '

ak ' 6a a'2 k

xa —'k + X —'k-X —'k +,a,k „(2)
where

=J S(1-y ),z
(3a)

to write the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in terms
of boson operators as

S =S-a a in the usual notation. The susceptibility is
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the retarded Green's function ((S+,'S )) or in
the boson representation 28(([1-ala/28]a; g~))
and can be written as~

(k, &u) = 28[1-(1/2S)A(k, (u}]G(k, (o), (4)

where A(k, ~) is a vertex function and G(k, ur)

is the single-particle boson Green's function
which we write as G(k, ~) = [~-ek-Z(k, ~)]
The new analytic result we give here is a com-
pact expression for the self-energy Z(k, ~) for
& =&k from which one obtains the temperature-
dependent excitation energy,

ations of ek(T) and t/, ~k(T) to test our calcu-
lations can be anticipated. Calculations of the
full frequency dependence of y+ (k, &u) have
been carried out and will be reported elsewhere.

We evaluate Z(k, ~) at low temperatures as
the sum of contributions from all diagrams
involving a single boson hole (i.e., backward)
line. This sum is conveniently expressed in
terms of the t matrix, which is the sum of all
ladder diagrams with no hole lines, since a
hole line will be needed to close two free ends
of the ladder to obtain a diagram for Z(k, u)
(see Fig. 1). For kT«ek one has

e (T) =e +Z'(k, e ),

and energy width,

r(u (T) =Z "(k, e ),

(6a)

(6b)

Z(k, &d)

=—p t((g+ g ~ k+p '(k-p) -—'(k-p))~ .
p pt $2 t 2 p'

of short-wavelength spin waves. Here Z'(k, ~)
and Z "(k, &) are the real and imaginary parts
of Z(k, a&). Although these two quantities are
directly observable via the inelastic scatter-
ing of neutrons, ' no Heisenberg ferromagnet
has yet been studied in the spin-wave region.
However, with the recent availability of high-
er flux sources of neutrons and the concomi-
tant gain in resolution, experimental determin-

To evaluate (6) we need the t matrix at zero
temperature, which is the solution to

t(z;k;z, p)

This equation is similar to that solved by Wor-
tis' and has the solution

t(z;k;X, p) =2J
2~/ =XqPq Z

1 —1

(cos 2'k. -cosy. ) I ——B(k,z) . .cosX.,2s

where I is the unit tensor and where B;&(k,z) is defined in Ref. 1. Substituting this expression into
(6), we find, to lowest order in 7=kT/JS,

Z(k, e}
2 ( 1 ) ' sin'-,'k. 4 sin —,'k. cos—,'k. s ( 1

where Z"'(k) is the first Born approximation
for Z(k, (u):

Z n)(k) (e /328)7$ s/2$(2}+5/2
k

(1O)

When ~ = ek and k lies along the (111)direction,
the sum rules' on Bi&(k, &u) and its derivatives
lead to simplifications. Then we write

where

3 ~ cos—,k-cosg cosg
X

N Dcos —'4
2

o.(k) =—P D 'cosa,3
N X X'

(12a)

(12b)

Z(k, e ) =Z"'(k)Q(k),

4I'(k) n(k)
3[28-I'(k)] 38 '

(11a)

(11b)

where

D=-3cos—,'k- g cosX.-ie.
2

2 =X~P~Z

(12c)
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FEG. 1. Graphs which contribute to the self-energy
Z(k, ~) at low temperature. The box labeled t repre-
sents the sum of all ladder diagrams, i.e., the ~ ma-
trix.

For k -0, ReQ(k) reduces to Dysons's expres-
sion. ' Numerical evaluation of Z'(k, ek) and
Z "(k, ek) are plotted for spin —,

' in Fig. 2.
Several features of these results are notewor-

thy. Firstly, one sees the resonancelike behav-
ior of Z(k, ek) due to the factor 1-I (k) as ReI'(k)
approaches unity near' k = 124'. This is a man-
ifestation of one of the two-particle bound states
which (although somewhat damped) persists
into the two-particle continuum' and whose
energy coincides with the spin-wave energy

at k =124'. Secondly, one sees that Q(k) -1
only at long wavelength, from which me con-
clude that the first Born approximation is on-
ly reasonable in that regime. For short wave-
lengths the Born approximation is completely
misleading. As the spin value is increased,
the first Born approximation remains reason-
able to successively shorter wavelengths. Since
perturbation theory corresponds to expansion
of [1-I'(k)] ' in a geometric series, one sees
that perturbation theory will converge only for
II'(k) ( &1, that is for k&120'. Thirdly, for
short wavelengths, the energy renormalization
changes sign, becoming positive. This unex-
pected result can be understood physically as
the repulsion between the single-particle ex-
citation and the bound states (analogous to the
repulsion of energy levels in perturbation the-
ory). We have verified these results by explic-
it numerical checks of the sum rules on X+ (k, &u).

The average energy (~) is defined to be

O.I5 0.5
(u'[Im y (k, (u') ]d(u'

f [Imp (k, ro') ]d(u'
(13a)

O.IO 0.2 which can be written exactly as

0.05

0.00

~ -0.05

O, l

O.O-
N

E

(13b)

We have evaluated Eg. (13) rigorously to or
der 7' and find

((u) =e +Z"'(k), (14)

-O.!0

-0.15
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FIG. 2. Real and imaginary parts of the self-energy
Z(k, ek) for spin & and k lying along the [111]direction
(Ref. 7), as given by Eq. (11). The dashed curve is
Z' ' (k}, the first Born approximation to Z(k, e&). The
energy of the two-particle scattering resonance coin-
cides with the spin-wave energy at k = 124 .

which is always less than ek, as expected.
We find that the upwards renormalization of
the spin-wave energy is compensated by the
small amount of weight in Imp+ (k, ~) at the
bound states in just such a way that Eg. (14)
obtains.

Finally, we should comment on the range
of validity of our results ~ First of all, the en-
ergy shift is only given by Z'(k, ek) when that
function does not vary rapidly with +. This
will be true except very near the edge of the
zone. Accordingly we estimate that Z'(k, ek)
can only be interpreted as the energy shift for
180'-k ~ 0(T~~2), which for k7*/ZS = 2 gives
k &178'. Also our calculations neglect process-
es involving the simultaneous interaction of
three or more spin waves. Again such effects
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are most serious near the edge of the zone.
We expect that our results should be valid in
the same temperature range as Dyson's, since
both the thermodynamic quantities calculated
by Dyson and the dynamical properties we cal-
culate are influenced by long-wavelength ther-
mal spin waves. On the other hand, one might
argue that since the effects we find depend in-
timately on the influence of bound states, our
results will be valid only in the (possibly small-
er) temperature range where bound states are
meaningful. However, it seems to us that these
two regions are essentially the same, since
when many spin-wave processes become im-
portant (and two-particle bound states lose their
meaning), Dyson's formulas must also break
down.
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Recently, several experiments' 4 have been
reported which make use of higher order effects
in Coulomb excitation in order to determine
quadrupole moments of excited states of nuclei.
One of the surprising results of these measure-
ments was the systematic occurrence of large
quadrupole moments for the first 2+ states of
nuclei which heretofore were believed to be
good examples of the harmonic vibrator mod-
el.

In all but one of these experiments, excita-
tion probabilities were obtained by measuring
y rays in coincidence with backscattered ions.
The quadrupole moment can be obtained by com-
paring the excitation probabilities which result
from using different types of projectiles, keep-
ing the geometry of the experiment fixed. There
are two difficulties associated with this type
of experiment. First, it is hard to extract from
a particle-y coincidence experiment the exci-
tation probability with the kind of accuracy need-
ed (i,e., I%%uo). Secondly, it is not possible to
differentiate between the effect due to the quad-
rupole moment of the 2+ state and possible oth-
er higher order effects such as virtual excita-
tion via the giant dipole resonance. Therefore,

it seemed desirable to develop a second and
at least partly independent method for measur-
ing quadrupole moments.

In the present experiment the scattered ions
are energy analyzed and the quantity measured
is the ratio Rexp=dvinel/doei of the inelastic
to the elastic cross section as a function of
the scattering angle. A similar experiment
was performed by de Boer et al. ,

' who measured

Rex for different projectiles, keeping the scat-
tering angle fixed.

The experiment was performed with 42-MeV
O' ions from the University of Pittsburgh tan-
dem accelerator. The method of production
of the oxygen beam is similar to the one em-
ployed in other laboratories, with the excep-
tion that we use a foil stripper. We typically
obtain 0.3 to 1 pA of 6+ beam on target. The
scattered ions are energy analyzed in an Enge
split-pole spectrograph and detected by means
of position-sensitive detectors.

There are two effects which have discouraged
previous attempts to determine excitation prob-
abilities by resolving the inelastic and elastic
groups. First, energy losses and straggling
are very large, which necessitates the use of


